**CENTRE : 611 : GOVT. KAMLARAJA GIRLS COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
611 : GOVT. KAMLARAJA GIRLS COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 612 : GOVT. M.L.B. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, GWALIOR**
612 : GOVT. M.L.B. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 613 : S.M.S. GOVT. MODEL SCI.COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
613 : S.M.S. GOVT. MODEL SCI.COLLEGE, GWALIOR
616 : COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE, GWALIOR
651 : YUVA VYAVSAIK SHIKSHAN COLLEGE, GWALIOR
661 : SOPHIA COLLEGE, GWALIOR
709 : ADITYA COLLEGE, CITY CENTRE GWALIOR
958 : VIDHYA COLLEGE, GWALIOR
628 : BOSTON COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 614 : MADHAV COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
614 : MADHAV COLLEGE, GWALIOR
640 : THE CITY COLLEGE, GWALIOR
754 : MODEL COLLEGE, GWALIOR
761 : B.J.S.COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 615 : P.G.V. COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
615 : P.G.V. COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 618 : DR. BHAGWAT SAHAI GOVT. COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
618 : DR. BHAGWAT SAHAI GOVT. COLLEGE, GWALIOR
911 : D V S COLLEGE, GWALIOR
916 : G I M M COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 619 : J.C. MILLS GIRLS COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
619 : J.C. MILLS GIRLS COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 620 : MAHARAJA MANSINGH COLLEGE, GWALIOR**
620 : MAHARAJA MANSINGH COLLEGE, GWALIOR
638 : SIDHI VINAYAK COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 621 : NAVIN GIRLS COLLEGE, GWALIOR (JHALKARI BAI)**
621 : NAVIN GIRLS COLLEGE, GWALIOR (JHALKARI BAI)

**CENTRE : 915 : V.I.P.S. COLLEGE RAYRU GWALIOR**

(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR S.M.S. GOVT. MODEL SCI.COLLEGE, GWALIOR)
809 : G.I.S. COLLEGE BANMORE MORENA
**CENTRE : 622 : GOVT. S.L.P. COLLEGE, MORAR, GWALIOR
622 : GOVT. S.L.P. COLLEGE, MORAR, GWALIOR
655 : MAULANA AZAD INSTITUTE OF PROF. STUDIES, GWALIOR
716 : MAHARAJA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY, GWALIOR
747 : L.M.R. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, GWALIOR
750 : OPTIMUS COLLEGE OF HIGHER STUDIES, GWALIOR
757 : SUNWAY COLLEGE, GWALIOR
776 : THE BHARTI COLLEGE, GWALIOR
981 : VIVEKANAD COLLEGE GWALIOR
983 : ARYANSH COLLEGE OF ARTS & MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
984 : SHRESTHA GROUP OF COLLEGES, GWALIOR
985 : RAMKRISHNA INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, GWALIOR
986 : DAU HANUMANT SINGH EDUCATION ACADEMY GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 623 : V.R.S. GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, MORAR, GWALIOR
623 : V.R.S. GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, MORAR, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 627 : GOVT. COLLEGE, MOHANA
627 : GOVT. COLLEGE, MOHANA

**CENTRE : 628 : BOSTON COLLEGE, GWALIOR
762 : B.V.M. COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION, GWALIOR
791 : RISHIKUL GROUP OF COLLEGES, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 629 : GOVT. VRINDA SAHAY P.G. COLLEGE, DABRA
629 : GOVT. VRINDA SAHAY P.G. COLLEGE, DABRA
663 : MAHARASHI VEDVYAS COLLEGE, JANGIPURA, DABRA
664 : GURUNANANK COLLEGE, DABRA
665 : SHEETLA SHIKSHA COLLEGE, DABRA
751 : BALAJI INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, DABRA
755 : GAUTAM COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, DABRA
756 : INDIRA INFORMATION INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, DABRA
926 : MAA BHAGWATI COLLEGE, BHITARWAR

**CENTRE : 914 : GOVT. COLLEGE, BHITARWAR
914 : GOVT. COLLEGE, BHITARWAR

**CENTRE : 631 : GOVT. V.R.S. COLLEGE, BHANDER
631 : GOVT. V.R.S. COLLEGE, BHANDER
666 : SHEETLA SHIKSHA COLLEGE, BHANDER

**CENTRE : 632 : SANT KANWARRAM GIRLS COLLEGE, DABRA
632 : SANT KANWARRAM GIRLS COLLEGE, DABRA

**CENTRE : 633 : G.I.C.T., GWALIOR
633 : COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCE CANCER HOSPITAL & RES.INSTT.GWALIOR
703 : B.V.M. COLLEGE OF TECH. & MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
650 : SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSS COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 643 : COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCE CANCER HOSPITAL & RES.INSTT.GWALIOR
728 : G I T M COLLEGE GWALIOR
730 : G.I.T.S. GWALIOR
733 : G.I.C.T.S.COLLEGE, GWALIOR
633 : G.I.C.T., GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 652 : B.I.M.R. COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCES, GWALIOR
654 : PRESTIGE COLLEGE, GWALIOR

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Centre</th>
<th>College Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>654</td>
<td>Prestige College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652</td>
<td>B.I.M.R. College of Life Sciences</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656</td>
<td>I.A.T.S. College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>Preston College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>763</td>
<td>S.V.I.T.M. College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820</td>
<td>Shriram Inst. of Information Technology, Banmore</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>877</td>
<td>Shri Vaishnav Institute of Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>Institute of Professional Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>752</td>
<td>Gurukul Institute of Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>773</td>
<td>Divine International Group of Institutions, Sada</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>765</td>
<td>K.S.Group of College</td>
<td>Guda Gudi Ka Naka, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>943</td>
<td>Rom College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>Jain College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>Institute of Professional Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>IPS College of Technology &amp; Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>J B Institute of Tech. &amp; Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>Vijayaraaje Instt. of Science &amp; Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670</td>
<td>I.A.S.C.A. College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td>Vivekanand College</td>
<td>Tekanpur, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722</td>
<td>H I C T College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>753</td>
<td>Shri Ramnath Singh Institute of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>771</td>
<td>Om Institute of Technical and Teachers Education</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>797</td>
<td>Shri Radha Kund Sarker College</td>
<td>Billua, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878</td>
<td>Dreamvally College for Girls</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>Nagaji Institute</td>
<td>Sitholi, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>982</td>
<td>Lord College of Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878</td>
<td>Dreamvally College for Girls</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>Vijayaraaje Instt. of Science &amp; Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>J B Institute of Tech. &amp; Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980</td>
<td>VEE Academy</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>769</td>
<td>Swami Samarth College</td>
<td>Lashkar, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>772</td>
<td>MAX Information Technology &amp; Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>775</td>
<td>Somany College of Professional Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>777</td>
<td>Engineers Combine Prof. College</td>
<td>Lashkar, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>879</td>
<td>Shri Krishan Institute of Professional Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929</td>
<td>Institute of Technical Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>Jain College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>Maharaja Institute of Technology Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>727</td>
<td>Oxford College</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>749</td>
<td>Vikrant Inst. of Integrated Learning and Advance Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>764</td>
<td>Vikrant Institute of Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>749</td>
<td>Vikrant Inst. of Integrated Learning and Advance Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>731</td>
<td>Maharana Pratap College of Technology</td>
<td>Gwalior (MPCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>Maharana Pratap College of Allied Sciences</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>767</td>
<td>Laxmi Narayan Academy of Management</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>752</td>
<td>Gurukul Institute of Management Tigra Road</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>Institute of Information and Professional Studies</td>
<td>Gwalior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>Tribhuvans College</td>
<td>Mohna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>G.R. College for Professional Studies</td>
<td>Baraua, Gwalior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DATIA DISTRICT**

**CENTRE :** 571 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, DATIA
571 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 572 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, DATIA
572 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, DATIA
583 : COLLEGE OF ADVANCE STUDIES, DATIA
576 : PITAMBER PEETH COLLEGE, DATIA
580 : RAS J B COLLEGE, DATIA
585 : BHARAT COLLEGE, DATIA
574 : SHRI RAWATPURA SARKAR SNATAK MAHAVIDHYALAY, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 574 : SHRI RAWATPURA SARKAR SNATAK MAHAVIDHYALAY, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 573 : GOVT. GOVIND GRADUATE COLLEGE, SEONDHA, DATIA
573 : GOVT. GOVIND GRADUATE COLLEGE, SEONDHA, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 583 : COLLEGE OF ADVANCE STUDIES, DATIA
586 : SHRI MAHAMAYA PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE, DATIA
590 : JAI SHRI SAI COLLEGE OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY & MANAGEMENT, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 588 : RADHAKRISHNA MAHAVIDYALAY, INDERGARH, DATIA
581 : SHRIKRISHAN MAHAVIDYALAY, INDERGARH, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 582 : KHERAPATI SARKAR GROUP OF COLLEGE, INDERGARH, DATIA
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. COLLEGE, INDERGARH, DATIA)
959 : GOVT. COLLEGE, INDERGARH, DATIA
582 : KHERAPATI SARKAR GROUP OF COLLEGE, INDERGARH, DATIA

**Note**
(PRINCIPAL, GOVT. COLLEGE DATIA WILL CONDUCT EXAMINATION.)

**CENTRE :** 959 : GOVT. COLLEGE, INDERGARH, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 581 : SHRIKRISHAN MAHAVIDYALAY, INDERGARH, DATIA
588 : RADHAKRISHNA MAHAVIDYALAY, INDERGARH, DATIA

**CENTRE :** 978 : DR. RADHAKRISHNA COLLEGE, CHAROKHERA MAUPURA, DATIA
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, DATIA)
978 : DR. RADHAKRISHNA COLLEGE, CHAROKHERA MAUPURA, DATIA
** SHIVPURI DISTRICT **

**CENTRE : 861 : S.M.S. GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHIVPURI**
792 : RADIANT COLLEGE, SHIVPURI
861 : S.M.S. GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHIVPURI
867 : K T M COLLEGE, SHIVPURI
870 : SETH RAMESH CHANDRA COLLEGE, SHIVPURI
927 : S P S ACEDAMY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SHIVPURI
928 : AMBIKA COMPUTERS & MANAGEMENT EDUCATION, SHIVPURI

**CENTRE : 862 : GOVT. COLLEGE, KOLARAS (SHIVPURI)**
862 : GOVT. COLLEGE, KOLARAS (SHIVPURI)

**CENTRE : 863 : GOVT. INDIRA GANDHI GIRLS COLLEGE, SHIVPURI**
863 : GOVT. INDIRA GANDHI GIRLS COLLEGE, SHIVPURI

**CENTRE : 864 : GOVT. L.S.G.K. COLLEGE, POHARI (SHIVPURI)**
864 : GOVT. L.S.G.K. COLLEGE, POHARI (SHIVPURI)

**CENTRE : 865 : GOVT. COLLEGE, KARERA (SHIVPURI)**
865 : GOVT. COLLEGE, KARERA (SHIVPURI)
952 : MAHAMANDELESHWAR SWAMI PARMANAND JI MAHARAJ MAHAVIDHYALAYA, KARERA

**CENTRE : 866 : GOVT. CHHATRASAL COLLEGE, PICHHORE (SHIVPURI)**
866 : GOVT. CHHATRASAL COLLEGE, PICHHORE (SHIVPURI)
903 : SHRIRAM COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT & SCIENCE, BASAI, DATIA

**CENTRE : 990 : SHIV SHANKAR COLLEGE BERAD**
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT.P.G.COLLEGE, SHIVPURI)

**CENTRE : 991 : SHRI KRISHNA COLLEGE BADAWAR**
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT.P.G.COLLEGE, SHIVPURI)
991 : SHRI KRISHNA COLLEGE BADAWAR

**CENTRE : 992 : SHIDDI VINAYAK COLLEGE NARWAR**
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT.P.G.COLLEGE, SHIVPURI)
992 : SHIDDI VINAYAK COLLEGE NARWAR

**CENTRE : 000 : Govt. College Narwar**
000 : Govt. College Narwar

**********
** GUNA DISTRICT **

**CENTRE : 591 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, GUNA
591 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, GUNA
596 : PANKAJ SOGANI MEMORIAL COLLEGE, GUNA
597 : Y.V.S. COLLEGE, GUNA
599 : INSTIT. OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE, GUNA
604 : OMKAR COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, GUNA
598 : GANDHI VOCATIONAL COLLEGE, GUNA
605 : DIVYANSH MAHAVIDHYALAY, GUNA

**CENTRE : 592 : GOVT. KASTURBA GIRLS COLLEGE, GUNA
592 : GOVT. KASTURBA GIRLS COLLEGE, GUNA

**CENTRE : 593 : GOVT. COLLEGE, AARON (GUNA)
593 : GOVT. COLLEGE, AARON (GUNA)

**CENTRE : 594 : GOVT. COLLEGE, RADHOGARH (GUNA)
594 : GOVT. COLLEGE, RADHOGARH (GUNA)

**CENTRE : 595 : GOVT. COLLEGE, CHACHODA–BEENAAGANJ (GUNA)
595 : GOVT. COLLEGE, CHACHODA–BEENAAGANJ (GUNA)
601 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, CHACHODA, BEENAGANJ, GUNA
603 : MALWA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, CHACHODA, BEENAGANJ

**CENTRE : 598 : GANDHI VOCATIONAL COLLEGE, GUNA

**CENTRE : 605 : DIVYANSH MAHAVIDHYALAY, GUNA
600 : NAIVEEN INDIRA GANDHI COLLEGE, GUNA

**CENTRE : 603 : MALWA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, CHACHODA, BEENAGANJ
** ASHOKNAGAR DISTRICT  **

---

**CENTRE :  501 : GOVT. NEHRU DEGREE COLLEGE, ASHOKNAGAR**
501 : GOVT. NEHRU DEGREE COLLEGE, ASHOKNAGAR
504 : I.C.S.M.COLLEGE, ASHOKNAGAR
505 : SHRI VARDHMAN GIRLS COLLEGE, ASHOKNAGAR
506 : SHRI LAL SHUKLA COLLEGE, ASHOKNAGAR
507 : EXCELLENCE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MGMT., ASHOKNAGAR
509 : SHRI DWARIKAN PRASAD YADAV MAHAVIDHYA,YADAV MAHAVIDHYAASHOK NAGAR
510 : YUVA MAHAVIDHYA, ASHOK NAGAR
511 : INDIAN COLLEGE, ASHOKNAGAR
904 : VEDANTA MAHAVIDHYA, ISHAGARH, ASHOKNAGAR

**CENTRE :  954 : GOVT. COLLEGE, ISAGARH, ASHOKNAGAR**
954 : GOVT. COLLEGE, ISAGARH, ASHOKNAGAR

**CENTRE :  502 : GOVT. COLLEGE, MUNGAWALI (ASHOKNAGAR)**
502 : GOVT. COLLEGE, MUNGAWALI (ASHOKNAGAR)
966 : Shree Krishna College Ashoknagar

**CENTRE :  503 : GOVT. MADHAV COLLEGE, CHANDERI, ASHOKNAGAR**
503 : GOVT. MADHAV COLLEGE, CHANDERI, ASHOKNAGAR
508 : INDIRA GANDHI PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE, CHANDERI, ASHOKNAGAR
513 : SWAMI VIVEKANAND VYAVSAIK MAHAVIDYALAY, CHANDERI, ASHOKNAGAR

---

***********
**CENTRE : 521 : GOVT. M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND
521 : GOVT. M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND
544 : JAGADGURU SHANKRACHARYA COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 522 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND
522 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 523 : JAIN DEGREE COLLEGE, BHIND
523 : JAIN DEGREE COLLEGE, BHIND
956 : SIDDHI VINAYAK GROUP OF COLLEGE, MANPURA, BHIND
949 : JAY MAHAKAL COLLEGE, AKODA, BHIND

**CENTRE : 524 : KUSUMBHAI JAIN GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND
524 : KUSUMBHAI JAIN GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 533 : CHOUDHARY YADUNATH SINGH COLLEGE, BHIND
532 : CHOUDHARY DILIP SINGH GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND
536 : BIHARI MAHAVIDHYALAY, BHIND

**CENTRE : 532 : CHOUDHARY DILIP SINGH GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 537 : VIDYAWATI COLLEGE, BHIND
975 : VIVEKANAND COLLEGE BHIND
970 : CHOTE LAL SATYA NARAYAN COLLEGE BHIND
538 : PATIRAM SHIVHARE COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 538 : PATIRAM SHIVHARE COLLEGE, BHIND
537 : VIDYAWATI COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 779 : KAMLESH MAHAVIDHYALAY, RAIPURA, BHIND
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND)
779 : KAMLESH MAHAVIDHYALAY, RAIPURA, BHIND
941 : SHIVA MAHAVIDHYALAYA, UMRI, BHIND

**CENTRE : 536 : BIHARI COLLEGE, BHIND
974 : SAHARA COLLEGE BHIND
937 : RAMADHAR SINGH MAHAVIDHYALAYA, NAYAGAUN, BHIND
938 : CHOUDHARY YADUNATH SINGH COLLEGE, BHIND

**CENTRE : 525 : MAHARISHI ARVIND GOVT. COLLEGE, GOHAD (BHIND)
525 : MAHARSHI ARVIND GOVT. COLLEGE, GOHAD (BHIND)

**CENTRE : 552 : OASIS IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, GOHAD, BHIND
910 : SUNDERNATH MAHAVIDHYALAY, GOHAD, BHIND
920 : SANSKAR INSTITUTE OF INFOR. TECH. MGMT, MALANPUR, GOHAD, BHIND
937 : SAVITRI GIRLS COLLEGE, GOHAD, BHIND
783 : PRC COLLEGE, GOHAD, BHIND
APEX COLLEGE BHIND

**CENTRE : 526 : GOVT. SHRI GANDHI COLLEGE, BALAJI-MIHONA (BHIND)
526 : GOVT. SHRI GANDHI COLLEGE, BALAJI-MIHONA (BHIND)
950 : PEETAMBARA VIDHYAPEETH COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, MIHONA, BHIND
976 : SWAMI VIVEKANAND COLLEGE MACHHAND, BHIND
**CENTRE :  527  : GOVT. COLLEGE, AALAMPUR
527  : GOVT. COLLEGE, AALAMPUR

**CENTRE :  528  : GOVT. COLLEGE, MEHGAON (BHIND)
528  : GOVT. COLLEGE, MEHGAON (BHIND)

918  : RAM SUNDAR SINGH MEMORIAL COLLEGE, MEHGAON, BHIND

**CENTRE :  548  : DEVPURIA COLLEGE, MEHGAON, BHIND
551  : PURUSHOTTAM MAHAVIDYALAY, DANDROAA SARKAR, MEHGAUN, BHIND
552  : OASIS IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, GOHAD, BHIND
913  : PEACE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, MEHGAON, BHIND
917  : PANDIT DEENDAYAL MAHAVIDHYALAYA, MEHGAON, BHIND
542  : SHRI RAMNATH SINGH COLLEGE, GORMI, BHIND
957  : SHRI DHEER SINGH MAHAVIDHYALAYA, GORMI, BHIND
944  : NATHURAM INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION & MANAGEMENT, MEHGAON, BHIND
793  : PATEL COLLEGE, GORMI, BHIND
948  : B.S. PATEL MAHAVIDHYALAYA, MEHGAON, BHIND

**CENTRE :  529  : DURGAPRASAD SARRAF COLLEGE, DABOH, BHIND
529  : DURGAPRASAD SARRAF COLLEGE, DABOH, BHIND

**CENTRE :  971  : DR. AMBEDKAR COLLEGE SHIDDPURA DABOH BHIND
971  : DR. AMBEDKAR COLLEGE SHIDDPURA DABOH BHIND

**CENTRE :  530  : RISHISHWAR COLLEGE, PHOOF (BHIND)
530  : RISHISHWAR COLLEGE, PHOOF (BHIND)
939  : CHOUDHARY RUSTAM SINGH GROUP OF COLLEGE, DIDEE, BHIND

**CENTRE :  531  : GOVT. COLLEGE, ATER
531  : GOVT. COLLEGE, ATER
902  : KAILA DEVI MAHAVIDHYALAYA, ATER, BHIND

**CENTRE :  539  : ROSHAN LAL DAIPURIYA COLLEGE, SURPURA, BHIND

**CENTRE :  535  : SMT. VIJYARAJE SCNDIA COLLEGE, ADOKHAR
535  : SMT. VIJYARAJE SCNDIA COLLEGE, ADOKHAR

**CENTRE :  778  : MA PITAMBRA PITH MAHAVIDYALAY, LAHAR, BHIND
 (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND)
541  : RADHARAMAN SWARNKAR COLLEGE, LAHAR, BHIND

**CENTRE :  540  : GOVT. COLLEGE, LAHAR, BHIND
540  : GOVT. COLLEGE, LAHAR, BHIND

**CENTRE :  541  : RADHARAMAN SWARNKAR COLLEGE, LAHAR, BHIND
555  : VISHWANATH PRATAP SINGH COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT, LAHAR, BHIND
951  : LAHAR DEGREE COLLEGE, LAHAR, BHIND
778  : MA PITAMBRA PITH MAHAVIDHYALAY, LAHAR, BHIND

**CENTRE :  944  : NATHURAM INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION & MANAGEMENT, MEHGAON, BHIND
 (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND)
548  : DEVPURIA COLLEGE, MEHGAON, BHIND
**CENTRE :  539 : ROSHAN LAL DAIPURIYA COLLEGE, SURPURA, BHIND (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. COLLEGE, ATER)
539 : ROSHAN LAL DAIPURIYA COLLEGE, SURPURA, BHIND
967 : KANKER COLLEGE BHIND
919 : SANSKAR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT, PARA KA PURA, ATER, BHIND
968 : CH. TULSIRAM GROUP OF COLLEGES BHIND
973 : MMD COLLEGE JAGANNATH PURA

(PRINCIPAL, GOVT. COLLEGE ATER WILL CONDUCT EXAMINAION.)

**CENTRE :  534 : CH.KAMAL SINGH COLLEGE, MOU, BHIND
553 : K.S.COLLEGE, MAU, BHIND

**CENTRE :  553 : K.S.COLLEGE, MAU, BHIND (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT.M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND)
534 : CH.KAMAL SINGH COLLEGE, MOU, BHIND

**CENTRE :  554 : GYANWATI MAHAVIDYALAY, ATER, BHIND (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT.M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND)
554 : GYANWATI MAHAVIDYALAY, ATER, BHIND

**CENTRE :  940 : BHAGAT UDAY SINGH MAHAVIDHYALAYA, PACHARA, GORMI, BHIND (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT.M.J.S. COLLEGE, BHIND)
940 : BHAGAT UDAY SINGH MAHAVIDHYALAYA, PACHARA, GORMI, BHIND

**********************
*** MORENA DISTRICT ***

**CENTRE : **

801 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, MORENA
801 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, MORENA
945 : JAI SHRIRAM MAHAVIDHYALAYA, MORENA

804 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, MORENA
804 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, MORENA
798 : PUPA GIRLS COLLEGE, MORENA

805 : AMBAH P.G. COLLEGE, AMBAH (MORENA)
805 : AMBAH P.G. COLLEGE, AMBAH (MORENA)

806 : GOVT. COLLEGE, PORSA (MORENA)
806 : GOVT. COLLEGE, PORSA (MORENA)
827 : PANDIT DEENDAYAL UPADHYAY MAHAVIDHYALAY, PORSA

827 : PANDIT DEENDAYAL UPADHYAY MAHAVIDHYALAY, PORSA
815 : N.A.S. MAHAVIDHYALAYA, PORSA, MORENA
955 : SHRI RAM COLLEGE, PORSA, MORENA

815 : N.A.S. MAHAVIDHYALAYA, PORSA, MORENA
947 : CHAMBAL COLLEGE, PORSA, MORENA
821 : R V S COLLEGE, JOTAI ROAD, PORSA

825 : SHIVAM MAHAVIDHYALAY, PORSA

821 : R V S COLLEGE, JOTAI ROAD, PORSA
795 : SBD ARTS & SCIENCE MAHAVIDHYALAY, NAGRA PORSA, MORENA
826 : SWAMI VIVEKANAND MAHAVIDHYALAY, AMBAH
825 : SHIVAM MAHAVIDHYALAY, PORSA

811 : RISHI GALAV COLLEGE, MORENA
811 : RISHI GALAV COLLEGE, MORENA
828 : SHRI VAISHNAV COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT, MORENA
839 : B.L. COLLEGE, MORENA
912 : SWAMI SHRI RAM KRISHNA PARAMHANSA COLLEGE, MORENA
953 : BAPU INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, MORENA
817 : M G M COLLEGE, MORENA

817 : M G M COLLEGE, MORENA
829 : JAIN MAHAVIDHYALAY, MORENA
907 : S.D.M.J. COLLEGE, MORENA
854 : UMA DEGREE COLLEGE, BADOKHAR, MORENA

854 : UMA DEGREE COLLEGE, BADOKHAR, MORENA
830 : JAI MATA DI MAHAVIDHYALAYA, MORENA

813 : GOVT. COLLEGE, JOURA (MORENA)
813 : GOVT. COLLEGE, JOURA (MORENA)
799 : A.N.D. MAHAVIDHYALAYA, JOURA, MORENA

---
**CENTRE :  818 : PT. S.C. UPDADHYAYA COLLEGE, JOURA KHURD, MORENA
835 : INDIRA INSTIT. OF INFORMATION TECH. & MANAGEMENT, BADOKHAR, MORENA
836 : NAVEEN BOSTON GROUP OF COLLEGE, MORENA
856 : GENIUS COLLEGE, MORENA
987 : MAA SHANTI DEVI COLLEGE JOURA
803 : T.S.S COLLEGE, MORENA

**CENTRE :  840 : SWAMI VIVEKANAND COLLEGE, BILGAON, JAUERA, MORENA
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. COLLEGE, JOURA (MORENA)
908 : J.B. COLLEGE, JOURA, MORENA

**CENTRE :  803 : T.S.S COLLEGE, MORENA
796 : K.S.MAHAVIDHYALAYA MORENA
822 : C.P.S.COLLEGE, BADAGAON, MORENA
818 : PT. S.C.UPDADHYAYA COLLEGE, JOURA KHURD, MORENA

**CENTRE :  822 : C.P.S.COLLEGE, BADAGAON, MORENA
855 : S.R.D.COLLEGE, MORENA

**CENTRE :  810 : JAI HIND BISMIL COLLEGE, AMBAH
837 : A D S MAHAVIDYALAYA, AMBAH, MORENA
960 : P.S.T. COLLEGE, BADFARA, AMBAH, MORENA

**CENTRE :  837 : A D S MAHAVIDYALAYA, AMBAH, MORENA
810 : JAI HIND BISMIL COLLEGE, AMBAH

**CENTRE :  833 : A.S. DEGREE COLLEGE, KAILARAS, MORENA
808 : ACHARYA NARENDRRA DEV COLLEGE, KAILARAS, (MORENA)
834 : INDRAFRASTH INSTIT. OF ARTS, SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT, KAILARAS, MORENA

*CENTRE :  808 : ACHARYA NARENDRRA DEV COLLEGE, KAILARAS, (MORENA)
833 : A.S. DEGREE COLLEGE, KAILARAS, MORENA
794 : SUBHASH MAHAVIDHYALAYA, KAILARAS, MORENA

**CENTRE :  807 : GOVT. NEHRU COLLEGE, SABALGARH (MORENA)
807 : GOVT. NEHRU COLLEGE, SABALGARH (MORENA)
988 : R.L. BHAVYA COLLEGE MORENA
819 : MAA SHANTI DEVI COLLEGE KUTGHAN SABALGARH (MORENA)
922 : SHIV SHAKTI MAHAVIDYALAY, SABALGARH, MORENA
923 : SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSS MAHAVIDYALAY, FAHADGARH, MORENA
924 : DR. AMBEDKAR MAHAVIDYALAY, BEERPUR, SHEOPUR
993 : J.B. COLLEGE, SABALGARH

**CENTRE :  819 : MAA SHANTI DEVI COLLEGE KUTGHAN SABALGARH (MORENA)
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. P.G.COLLEGE, MORENA)
921 : MAHARANA PRATAP MAHAVIDHYALAYA GRAM GULBAI SABALGARH, MORENA

**CENTRE :  812 : SHIV SHANKER COLLEGE, SUMAVALI (MORENA)
(BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. P.G.COLLEGE, MORENA)
812 : SHIV SHANKER COLLEGE, SUMAVALI (MORENA)

**CENTRE :  809 : SHRI G.L.S. COLLEGE, BANMORE (MORENA)
823 : RAM SNEHI SHUKL SHIKSHAN SANSTHAN BAMORGAON, MORENA
901 : PANDIT NEHRU MAHAVIDYALAY, BANMORE, MORENA
915 : VIPS COLLEGE, BANMORE, GWALIOR
** SHEOPUR DISTRICT **

**CENTRE : 851 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHEOPURKALAN
  851 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHEOPURKALAN
  850 : VINAYAK COLLEGE, SHEOPURKALAN
  857 : ADHARSH COLLEGE, SHEOPUR

** CENTRE : 702 : OM SHIV COLLEGE, KAROHAL, SHEOPUR
  (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. P.G.COLLEGE, SHEOPURKALAN)
  702 : OM SHIV COLLEGE, KAROHAL, SHEOPUR

**CENTRE : 707 : RAJEEV GANDHI MEMORIAL COLLEGE BARODA, SHEOPUR
  (BUILDING ADHIGRAHIT FOR GOVT. P.G.COLLEGE, SHEOPUR)
  707 : RAJEEV GANDHI MEMORIAL COLLEGE BARODA, SHEOPUR

**CENTRE : 853 : GOVT. COLLEGE, VIJAYPUR
  852 : SHRI GANESH SHANKER COLLEGE, VIJAYPUR
  853 : GOVT. COLLEGE, VIJAYPUR
** CENTRE : 455 : S O S IN ANCIENT INDIAN HISTORY,CULTURE & ARCHAEOLOGY, JIWAJI UNI.
455 : S O S IN ANCIENT INDIAN HISTORY,CULTURE & ARCHAEOLOGY, JIWAJI UNI.

** CENTRE : 458 : S O S IN ECONOMICS, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
458 : S O S IN ECONOMICS, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 459 : S O S IN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, JIWAJI UNI.
459 : S O S IN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, JIWAJI UNI.

** CENTRE : 461 : S O S IN CHEMISTRY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
461 : S O S IN CHEMISTRY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 462 : S O S IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
462 : S O S IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 464 : S O S IN EARTH SCIENCE, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
464 : S O S IN EARTH SCIENCE, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 467 : S O S IN ELECTRONICS, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
467 : S O S IN ELECTRONICS, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 469 : S O S IN BOTONY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
469 : S O S IN BOTONY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 470 : S O S IN MICROBIOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
470 : S O S IN MICROBIOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 471 : CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN FOOD TECHNOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
471 : CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN FOOD TECHNOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 472 : INSTITUTE OF ETHNOBIOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
472 : INSTITUTE OF ETHNOBIOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 476 : S O S IN ZOOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
476 : S O S IN ZOOLOGY, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 477 : CENTRE FOR GENOMICS, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
477 : CENTRE FOR GENOMICS, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 478 : S O S IN NEUROSCIENCE, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
478 : S O S IN NEUROSCIENCE, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY

** CENTRE : 667 : DEPTT. OF JYOTIRVIGYAN JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
667 : DEPTT. OF JYOTIRVIGYAN JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 668 : INSTT. OF DISTANCE EDU., JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
668 : INSTT. OF DISTANCE EDU., JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 672 : S.O.S. CONTINUING & EXT. EDU., JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
672 : S.O.S. CONTINUING & EXT. EDU., JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 674 : INSTITUTE OF LAW, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY GWALIOR
674 : INSTITUTE OF LAW, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 678 : SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, JIWAJI UNIV., GWALIOR
678 : SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, JIWAJI UNIV., GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 679 : INDIRA GANDHI ACADEMY OF ENV.EDU.RES. & ECOP., JIWAJI UNIV., GWALIOR
679 : INDIRA GANDHI ACADEMY OF ENV.EDU.RES. & ECOP., JIWAJI UNIV., GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 681 : SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
681 : SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 682 : INSTITUTE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
682 : INSTITUTE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

** CENTRE : 684 : INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERING, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
684 : INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERING, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 685 : SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS & ALLIED SCIENCES, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
685 : SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS & ALLIED SCIENCES, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 687 : SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN LIB. & INFOR.SCIENCE, JIWAJI UNIV. GWALIOR
687 : SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN LIB. & INFOR.SCIENCE, JIWAJI UNIV. GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 688 : YOGA EDUCATION JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
688 : YOGA EDUCATION JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 689 : CHEM.SALES & MARK.MANG. JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
689 : CHEM.SALES & MARK.MANG. JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 690 : INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
690 : INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 691 : INST. & COMM.METH.ANA. JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
691 : INST. & COMM.METH.ANA. JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 692 : BHASHA ADHAYAN KENDRA JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
692 : BHASHA ADHAYAN KENDRA JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 693 : S.O.S.COMPUTER SCIENCE JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
693 : S.O.S.COMPUTER SCIENCE JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 700 : SCHOOLS OF STUDIES IN PHYSICS, JIWAJI UNIV., GWALIOR
700 : SCHOOLS OF STUDIES IN PHYSICS, JIWAJI UNIV., GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 708 : CENTRE FOR STU. JOUR. & MASS. COMM. JIWAJI UNIVERSITY GWALIOR
708 : CENTRE FOR STU. JOUR. & MASS. COMM. JIWAJI UNIVERSITY GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 745 : S O S IN TRAVEL & TOURISM & MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
745 : S O S IN TRAVEL & TOURISM & MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 758 : S.O.S.IN BIOCHEMISTRY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
758 : S.O.S.IN BIOCHEMISTRY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 759 : S.O.S.IN BIOTECHNOLOGY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
759 : S.O.S.IN BIOTECHNOLOGY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
** CENTRE : 760 : S.O.S.IN BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
760 : S.O.S.IN BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

********************
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